
 

Year 4 Newsletter – June 2021 

 

Welcome back! We hope everyone had a good 

half term.  The children have come back rested 

and ready for their final term in Year 4.  

  

Topics for this term:  

This term, in English, we will be using short films 

as a stimuli for our writing. We will be covering 

all of the grammar which we feel needs more 

practise before the children go into Year 5.  

  

In Maths, we are covering a few new topics and 

also revising some topics. We will be starting 

with time. It would be a massive help if you could 

practise telling the time with your child at home. 

We will also be covering: shape, division, money 

and statistics. 

  

We will be carrying on with our enquiry based 

STEM topic ‘Structures’ where we will be looking 

at roller coaster structures and we will be 

looking at the people who have been instrumental 

in designing roller coasters. 

 

In R.E we are doing "Why do some people think 

life is like a journey?". We will be learning about 

how different religions mark the milestones in 

life such as birth and marriage, and learning 

about what happens at Christian and Hindu 

ceremonies. 

  

In Science we are continuing our topic on 

Electricity, and focusing on how to carry out 

investigations by asking questions, planning 

experiments, recording observations and 

analysing results. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Jigsaw we are covering RSHE (Relationship, 

Sex and Health Education) topic Changing Me. 

We will be covering:  

 Unique Me 

 Having  Baby 

 Girls and Puberty 

 Understanding and Accepting Change 

 Looking Ahead 

 

 P.E kit:  

The children continue to have PE on Mondays and 

Fridays this term.  Please can children wear their 

PE kits into school on these days. 

 

There won’t be any Forest Schools this term. 

Homework: 

Spellings: Spellings will continue being set on a 

Friday.  

 

Reading: Please listen to your child read at 

home as much as possible. We ask that they 

read at least 4 times a week for 10 minutes at 

a time. Reading records will be checked every 

Monday and your child can change their book on 

a Monday if required.  At the end of last term 

we won the reading rainbow challenge for that 

week. The children enjoyed their extra play on 

the first day back! 

 

Times Tables: Please encourage your child to 

practise at home using Times Tables Rockstars.  

 
 

Finally, if you have any questions or queries 

contact us via email.  
Leanne.Peachey@stmichaelswinterbourne.co.uk 
Jane.burch@stmichaelswinterbourne.co.uk 
 

Many thanks for your continued support.   

Mrs Peachey and Mrs Burch 

  
  

  
  

~   Learn     Care     Enjoy   ~   
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